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Marsh March
S quish... squish... squish...

in a marsh. Your students walk
on, water and on land at the

same time. Marsh habitats reflect
this in-betweenness. In this activity,
students look for the indicators of
transition from the aquatic to, the ter-
restrial.

Grade Levels: 4- 12

Objectives

Students will inveshgate natural
oganiiation of a wetLand and the
interrelationships between the wet-
land and the surrounding environ-
ment by:
~ planning a study;,
~ observing' etlands;
~ inferring cause and effect relation-

ships.

Background

Along the fringes of the
Chesapeake Bay, its tributaries and
up to the farthest reaches of its head-
waters, are habitats essential to the
Bay's survival � habitats that are
part land and part water � wetlands.

Materials

~ "wettable" footwear
~ Wetlands Observation Sheets

� per team!
~ Wetlands Investigation Guides

.� per team!
~ Wetlands Investigation Guide-

Teacher's Version � per teacher!
~ clipboard s
~ pencils
~ insect repellent

trowel
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By definition, wetlands are areas
that have soil saturated or covered
with water for a period ol' time, and
have plants that are adapted to
living, at least part of the time, in
water. The most familiar wetlands
are fresh- or saltwater marshes,
wooded swamps, and bogs.

Wetlands have. many values. The
stems and leaves of wetland plants
trap eroded soil washing from the
land and absorb the energy of storm
waters. Nutrients that might over-
enrich the waterways are trapped
and used by wetland plarrts for
growth. When these plar ts die, they
enrich the waterways with decaying

matter called detritus, a vital food
source for microscopic organisms
near the base of the food chain.
Countless aquatic animals find food
and shelter in wetlands including
juveniles of many commercially
valuable fishes, such as striped bass,
and crustaceans, such as blue crabs,.
An array of wading birds, song
birds, waterfowl and birds of prey
are attracted to wetlands for food
and nest sites.

Historically, wetlands have been
maligned by man. Blamed as sour-
ces of insect pests, they were ditched
and drained. Often close to dredg-
ing operations, they were covered
with dredge spoil, Considered in-
convenient barrier s between
humans an/ waterways, they were
dredged in some places and filled in
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others for the construction of
marinas and waterfront homes.

Steadily over the past few
decades, scientific evidence of the
benefits of wetlands has mounted
and recently laws have been enacted
for' their protection. However, the
future of wetlands rests in the hands
of today's youth.

Before the Trip:
1. Study the park information in

this guide and visit the park to iden-
tify the best location for exploration.

2. Divide the class into teams of
three to five students.

3. Give each team a copy of the
accompanying Wetlands Investigation
Guide. Ask if anyone happens to al-
ready know the answers to any of
the questions. After obtaining an
answer to one of the questions, ask
the student how he/she knows that
answer is true. Do not tell the stu-
dent whether he or she is correct,
but thank the student for the infor-
mation and point out that part of a
scientist's concept of "true facts" is
that they may be verified by anyone
who takes the time and trouble to
make careful obs'ervations. Explain .
that the class will be visiting a wet-
land to make careful observations
which will enable them to infer
answers to the questions posed in
the Investigation Guide.

4. Give each team a copy of the
Wetlands Observation Sheet. Point
out that the 12 observation sugges-
tions already listed should be help-
ful in developing inferences about .
wetlands, but that the students will
need to make other observations
also. Allow time for'the teams to
consider what kinds of additional
observations may be needed to ad-
dress all of the investigation ques-
tions, and to add these to the back of
the observation sheet. Collect all of
the Investigation Guides and com-
pleted Observation Sheets. Check the
students' observation lists to make
sure that everything they have
added may actually be seen, felt,
smelled, or heard.

5. Review the field trip plans.
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At the Park:
1. Return to each team its copy of

the Wetlands Observation Sheet, but
not the Investigation <" uides.

2. Explain the importance of ap-
proaching the wetland area quietly
in order to improve < hances of
seeing wildlife. Lea I the class to the
edge of the wetland. Pause for a
few minutes of silenl observation.

3. Remind students that they
might not observe wetland features
in the order listed on the Observation
Sheet and that they may record any
observations of inter st, whether or
not they are suggested on the sheet.
Lead them into the wetland. In
some areas, this will be along a
boardwalk. In other., where the
footing is sound, it will be directly
onto the wetland. The teams make
as many observations possible in 30
minutes. Lead the class to key areas
of the wetland  particularly where
the ele/ation, and hence, the flora,
changes dramatically! and en-
courage them to use all of their sen-
ses. Dig  and replace after
observation! small plugs of soil so
teams may observe below surface
conditions. If possiBle, make a
photographic record of the
areas/items observecl.

4. When students have com-
pleted their observations, lead them
out of the wetland to an assembly
area suitable for a group discussion
about their observations. Compare
the teains' observations. "
~ Did everyone see everything the same

way?
~ Which observations does the group

think will be most u eful for suggest-
ing possible answers to the investiga-
tion questions?
5. If you have the ,'knowledge  or

access to a'knowledg< able guide!,
tour the wetland with commentary
on the value of wetlands.

Follow-up:
1. Return to each t am it's Inves-

tigation Guide. The te <ms consult
their list of observaticns and iden-
tify those which should be helpful in
responding to each of the questions
on the Investigation Guide. On the
guide sheet after each of the inves-
tigation questions, students note the
numbers of their observations which
may lead to an answer, and, within
the right hand column, state what

Caledon: swamps and marshes,
seasonally restricted, requiring park
transportation and scheduling. Ac-
cess is across fairly rugged tenain.
Chippokes:freshwater marshes and
cypress swamps, visible from roads
and trails but investigation requires,
crossing fairly rugged tenain.
Leesylvania: large freshwater tidal
marsh 1 mile along Powell's,Creek
Tr.; small freshwater marsh just off
maip road; fringe marshes along
Potomac River; guided canoe trips
into Powell's Cr. wetlands.
Mason Neck: swamps and freshwater
tidal marshes accessed by Bay View
Tr. with board walks across wetlands;
guided canoe trips into Kane's Creek
wetlands.
Seashore: 90% wetland, mostly
cypress swamjfs, observable from
boardwalks along Bald Cypress Tr.;
tidal salt marshes near 64th Street
boat ramp on Broad Bay.
Westmorelan<k freshwater marsh at
end of Big Meadow Tr.; Turkey Neck
Tr. skirts Large marsh and swamp.
York River. salt marshes near visitor
renter; marsh at mouth of Taskinas
Cr.; boardwalks cross marshes along
Taskinas Cr. Tr. and Mattaponi Tr.;
tupelo swamps in ravines; guided
canoe trips into Taskinas'Cr. wet- '
lands.-

At the Park: Allowup to1 hour for
observations and discussion, plus
time to walk to and from wetland
area. Any daylight hours ire
suitable. Most tidal wetland areas.
may be best observed during low
tide. '

Time of Year. Any time of year is
suitable. In spring and summer, new
green plants are emerging or at peak
growth. In fall, some will be in
flower. By winter,most plants will
be brown and dying back.

Silberhorn, G. 1982. Common Plants
of the Mid Atlantic Coast: A Field
Guide. Johns Hopkins Press, Bal-
timore.
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they believe to bc a likely answer to
the question, based on those obser-
vations. Copy the example provided
in the box on the blackboard.

Work through the first two ques-
tions as a class, then allow the teams
time to do the remaining seven ques-
tions. Some observations will have
bearing on several questions, some
may have nothing to do with any of
the questions.

2. The teams share and explain
their inferences. As you moderate
the discussion, recognize inferences.
which lead students towards the
ideas suggested in the tcachcrs' ver-
sion of the lnvestigatiorr Guide, but
also pursue discussion of other logi-
cal and interesting inferences that
your students have made.

3. Discuss the following:
Thinking of the conditions in which wet-
lands can exist; what are some human
activities that niight destroy them?
~ Damming the waterway

downstream might flood wet'-
lands.

~ - Damming the waterway
upstream may dry them up.
Water drawn from the waterway
for irrigation or a draw-dow'n in
the water table by nearby wells
could dry up a wetland.

~ Cutting a ditch across a wetland
may drain it.

~ Pushing dirt onto thc wetland, as
for preparing a construction site,
would obviously destroy it.

~ Dramatically disturbing the soil
on the nearby uplands might
result in enough sediment to bc'
washed onto the wetland to fill it
in.

~ Repeated wakes from excess boat
traffic could destroy a marsh by
erosion.
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~ Potcntia]ly, global war ming
could raise sea level criough to
destroy coastal wct! ands by flood-
ing.

,How does the wetland help 'ife forms in
the adjacent uaterway by trapping sedi-
merits?

~ Suspended particles intercept
light essential to aquatic plant life.

~ Suspended particles cl og gills of
fishes and other estuar ine or-
ganisms.

~ Sediments cover and s moother
oysters and other stationary bot-
tom d wcllcrs.

How do wetlands help life in the estuary
by removing excess nutrienis?
~ Excess nutricnts, such as nitrogen

and phosphorous, cau.w sudden
population cxplosions of algae.
The algae block light n cessary
for beneficial plant life and
deplete oxygen in the water, espe-
cially when they die ar.d are
being decomposed.

Where might the excess nutiients come
from?
~ Agricultural runoff from ter-

tilizcrs and live stock wastes.
~ Human wastes from inadequate

or failing scv age treatment sys-
tems.

~ La wn fer ti1izers.
~ Possibly acid rain.

1. Investigate ways to verify the in-
f erences made.
~ Discuss the scientific method. The

teams develop one inference into a
testable statement, desigr! and con-
duct the research.

~ Inveshgate scienhsts' views on cer-
tain topics and the basis of those

' views.
2. Students map the distribution of
plants and animals observed.
3. Visit the same area at anather time
of year. Compare both sets of obser-
vations and develop inferences about
seasonal changes.
4. Students'design an advertising
campaign to inform others about wet-
land values and issues.
5. Students find and,share ntedia
reports about wetlands.
6. Students research current wetland
legislation anch.'xpress their written
opinions to appropriate politicians.
Call 1%PO-662-CRIS  Chesapeake-
Bay Hotline! for infomtation on cur-
rent issues.

Younger studgntsi
Eliminate use of teams and Observa-
tion Sheets. Discuss key wetland fea-.
tures before the. field trip and guide
class observation of these features,
using the Teacher's Version of the In-
vestigation Guide. Consiiier ques-
tions individually, seeking out
pertitrent observations. Take pic-

«tures.of these features and your ob-
servers, collect representative leaves,
and make an informative classroom
display.

Gifted/Advanced:
1. Students design quantitative tech-
niques to investigate a wetland  e.g.
determine elevation of wetland's
upper limit and water depth of lower
limit; identify and list specific plants;
catch and identify animals; compare
soil particle size and organic content
with samplers from different areas of
the wetland and the upland!.
2. Design and conduct an "EQ" sur-
vey  environmental quotient! to as-
sess public knowledge af wetlands'
and their values.





Investigation
Question

Relevant
Observations

Where does the upland end
and the wetland begin?

2, Does the wetland have a
lower limit? If so, what is it?

3. What seem to be the conditions
necessary for a wetland to
thrive?

4. Where might the wetland be
changing or being destroyed?

5. What characteristics of the
wetland indicate that it can
catch and hold sediment such
as eroded soil?

6. What features of the wetland
might help remove excess
nutrients and toxins from the
water?

7. What indicates that the wetland
might be part of the aquatic
or estuarine food chain?

8. What indicates that the wetland
is important to land and water
animals?

9. How might the marsh protect
adjacent higher ground from
some effects of storms and
flooding?

Wetlands Investigation Guide



Wetlands Investigation Guide Teachers' Version

7. What indicates that the wetland
might be part of the aquatic or estuarine
food chain?

4. Where might the wetland be
changing or being destroyed?

1. Where does the upland end and
the wetland begin?

8. What indicates that the wetland is
important to land and water animals?

5. What characteristics of the wet-
land indicdte that it can catch and hold
sediment such as eroded soil?

~ Encourage student:. to observe
the abundance of plant stems and
leaves and to think of them as fil-
ters of water washi ng off the
uplands or being brought in with
the tides.

2. Does the wetland have a lower
limit/ If so, what isit?

~ The lower limit will be the ad-
jacent waterway'. Not every wet-
land, such as Seashore's cypress
swamps, will have a visible lower
limit but may seem bound on all
sides by uplands or stretch on in-
definitelyy.

6. What features of the wetland '
might help remove excess nutrients and
toxins from the water? 9. How might the marsh protect ad-

jacent higher ground from some effects
of storms and flooding?

3. What seem to be the conditions
necessary for a wetland to thrive?

~ Shoreline erosion protection can
be inferred by observing eroded
areas along the shoreline where
marshes are absent. Examination
of the peatlike soil may lead to in-
ferences about its role in absorb-
ing water and buffering flooding
effects.

~ By finding the upper and lower
limits to wetlands, students can
infer the conditions required for
wetlands  i.e. an abundance of
water but not deep water or swift-
ly moving water as by current or
waves!.
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~ The upper limits of wetlands are
usually marked by changes in
vegetation and ground moisture.
In most state park marshes, there
is a clear transition from trees and
shrubs to tall grass-like plants,
such as cattails, sedges, rushes or
cord grasses. The vegetation
changes are less clearly defined
on the upper edge of swamps,
which are forested. There, soil
moisture changes might be the
best clue. Unless it has rained
very recently'or there has been a
prolonged dry spell, wetland soil
will be noticeably wetter, often
squishy or even inundated.

~ Over geologic time, wetlands are
very dynamic plac s, undergoing
rapid change. Trapped sedi-
ments can fill in wetlands. Rising
sea level can flood the'm and
erosion can wash them away.
Only erosion may be readily ap-
parent. This is best observed
along the lower limits of wet-
lands bordering swift tidal creeks
or open bays or rivers.

~  This question might best be
reserved for advanced students.!.
Basically nutrient and toxin
removal occurs in two ways.
Many nutrients and toxins will be
bound to the sedimi nts trapped
in the wetland. Others will be as-
similated directly in to plant tis-
sues. Remind students that
nutrients in the wat r can be
taken up as fertilizer by the lush
wetland plants.

~ Encourage students to observe
the abundance of dead plant mat-
ter  detritus! in the wetland. If
necessary, point out that most of
the detritus along the waterway
edge is likely to be washed into
the estuary. From this, students
might deduce the importance of
wetland plants as a major com-
ponent of estuarine food chains.

~ Wildlife benefits can be inferred
by observing animals present,
such as fiddler crabs, turtles,
snakes, insects and birds, and by
finding their signs, such as drop-
pings, tracks and nests. Other
wildlife values can be identified
by noting seeds and fruits that
might be food items.
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Wetland in a Pan
wetland model demon-
stratess some of the critical
functions of wetlands, and il-

lustrates how wetlands effectively
buffer the impact of flooding and fil-
ter runoff from land.

Grade Levels: K-9
I L

Objectives

Students investigate interrelation-
ships among precipitktion> runoff
and wetian'ds by:
~ modeling and obseroing flood buf-

. feringg and filtering effects of wet-
lands in class.

Background

Materials

Procedure

Make the Mode'I:
1. Along the bottom of one side

of an aluminum roasting pan,

Credits

A'dapted with permission from
Ranger Rick's NatureScope,
"Wading into Wetlands," 1N6 .

. Artwork by Tina Isom., National
Wildlife Federation, 1400 Six-
teenth Street NW; Washington, ''
DC'20036-2266. �02! 791%800.

Where

In the da 'room.

When
J

At Schoo/'. Allow 1 to 2 hours for
demonstrations and discussion.

Time of Year, Any time. Try to-tie in
with field trip for "Marsh March,"
the next activity in this guide.
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It's hard to tell just by looking at
. wetlands that they help filter silt
and pollutants from runoff  water
coming from land! as well as tidal
waters, and often reduce flood
damage. By building a simplified
wetland model, some of these impor-
tant wetland functions can be
demonstrated.

For morc background informa-
tion on wetland values, sce "Marsh
March" in this guide.

spread a layer of modeling clay to
represent land. Leave thi other half
of the pan empty to rcpn sept a Bay
tributary or other body of water.

2. Form the clay into a gradual
slope toward the center c f the pan.

3. Smooth the clay along the
sides of the pan to seal the edges. If
desired, form meandering streams
in the clay.

4. Cut a carpet scrap or sponge
, two to three inches wide, and long
enough to stretch across thc bottom
of the pan along the entire edge of
the clay  sec diagram!. The'carpet
or sponge will represent the wet-
land buffer between dry land and
open water.

Prepare the CPass:
1. Show the class pictures of dif-

ferent types of wetlands, including
swamps, fresh- and saltvrater mar-
shes, and discuss the different types
of plants and animals found in these
wetlands.

2. Lead a class discussion by
asking the students whal they con-

~ modeling clay
~ aluminum roasting pan
~ carpet scraps
~ 4 lars of dean water
~ 2 jarp of soil-
Por in-class extension:
~ small aluminuin pans
~ modeling day
~ florist foam
~ an assortment of paints, papers,'

toothpicks, twist ties, cotton swabs
~ an assortment of natural materials

such as twig's, pine needles, soil,
pebbles, feathers, 'etc.



Resources

slowly pour water
onto land

indoor-outdoor
cafptrtt ng

day
Extensions
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3. Explain that the wetland
model will be used to demonstrate,
in a simplified way, two important
functions of wetlands.

First Demonstration:
1. Explain that water will be

pour'ed slowly on the upland por-
tion of the model twice to represent

. rain. The first time, the wetland
strip will be in place. The second
time, the strip will be removed.

2.- Ask the students which time
they think the water will accumulate
fastest in the open side of the pan, or
if, they think there will be no dif-
ference. Take a count of hands for
each option.

3. With the marsh in place, pour
water slowly on the upland as
shown. The students observe and
describe what happens.  The water
should move across the pan and ac-
cumulatee slowly.!

4..Remove. the carpet strip, pour
the water out of the model and
repeat the demonstration. Again the
students observe and describe what
happens.  The water should reach
the other side of the pan and ac-
cumulate more quickly without the
barrier.!

5. Explain that wetlands function
like the carpet or sponge, by slowing
and retaining rain water running off
the land and thus help prevent
flooding.

6. Discuss:
~ If a wetland is destroyed and houses

are built there, what might happen to

Wetland in a Pan

the houses during a slav'ere rain
storm? Why?  They might be
flooded because the wetlands will
not be there to absoi b and slow
the rush of water of< of the higher
ground.!

~ If many wetlands are der troyed along
a river and many hou: es are built
near the river, which l rouses will
probably experience tlte worst flood-
ing � the ones upstream or
downstream? Why?  The ones
downstream because the water
will be accumulating in the river
from a larger area. 'I'he more wet-
lands that are destroyed in a
roatershed, the grea ter the flood-
ing problems.!

Second Demotistratio ru
1. Explain that the second

demonstration will be just like the
first, except tlrat soil will cover the
clay. The rain should pick up and
carry some of the sediment as rt
travels over the land.

2. Ask the students if they think
the water accumulating in the open
part of the pan will be cleaner with
the marsh in place or r vith it '
removed, or if they exist no dif-
ference. Take a tally oi'hands.

3. Pour the water from the pre-
vious demonstration out of the pan
and replace the carpet or sponge.
Spread soil aver the cl.iy and slbwly
pour water on the upLtnd as before.
The students observe and describe
the water that accumulates'in the
pan.  The water in the pan should
be fairly clear since the carpet or
sponge should trap most of the sedi-
ment.!

4. Repeat the demonstration with
the carpet or sponge rr moved. The
students describe the results.

5. Explain that the lhick mat of
roots and plant stems in a real wet-
land helps trap sediments that wash
off of the land, much as the carpet or
sponge did, and thus I ielps keep
waterways free of silt ind some
other pollutants.

6. Conclude with a discussion:
~ What might a river look like after a

heavy rain if much of its wetlands
have been destroyed?  Muddy!

~ How might muddy water affect fish
in a river?  It makes it hard for
them to see and clogs their gills.!

~ How might muddy water affect
� oysters in an estuary.'  The mud'

Buck, L. 1974. Wetlands: Bogs, Mar-
shes and Swamps. Parent's
Magazine Press.

Educational Intrages, Inc. Ecology of a
Swamp; Freshwate'r and Salt Mar-
shes  slide sets!. P.O. Box 3456,
West Side, Flmira, IA'14905.

Niering, WA. 1975. Audubon Society
Nature Guides: Wetlands. Alfred
A. Knopf, NY.

Teal, J. and M. 1969. Life and Death
'of the Salt Marsh. Ballantine
Books, NY.

1. Students, individually or as small
gioups, make their own, more
detailed, wetland models, using.
small aluminum pan's and, instead of
carpet, use florist foam. Provide ref-
erence b6oks with pictures of dif-
ferent types o f wetlands. Students
can use their imagi'nations to make
plants and animals from an assort-
lnent of materials and stick them. in
the foam and clay.' Some ideas:

~ For cattails, use cotton swabs
painted brown or toothpicks
painted green with bits of brown
clay stuck to the tops.

~ Use pIne needles for reeds.
~ 'Shape wetland creatures from clay

or cut them from paper and glue
them onto toothpicks.

~ Make trees by gluing pieces of '
greetr sponge onto twigs.

2. Fallow-up by doing "Marsh
March," a wetlands field observation
activity in this guide.

settles out and smothers the
oysters.!

~ How might nruddy water affect boats
and ships?  The mud settles out
and fills channels important for
navigation.!
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Hide and Seek
1 n this activity, an age old game

takes on an educational twist,
helping students recognize the

importance of a few adaptations
that help keep animals from being
seen.

G~ade Levels: K-7

Objectives

Students will investigate variations
in color patterns, body form and
movement which allow for
camouflage by:
~ observing people in relation to

environmental settings;
~ sintnlating predator-prey. dynamics;
~ inferring explanations for

camouflage success.
I

Background

Materials

~ blindfolds � per student!
To QM'et re
~ take or ask 1 student to wear

camouflage outfit

Credits

Game adapted with permission from.
Project WII D  elementary edi-
tion!. 1983 ' "The Thicket
Game.", Western Regional En-
viron'n! ental Education Council.
Write: VA Dept. of Game and In-
land Fisheries, 4010 W. Broad St.,
Richmond, VA 23230.  &04! 367-
1000.Procedure.

Before the Trip:
1. Contact the park to discuss

plans and to identify the best loca-
tion for this activity, preferably free

A skeleton shrimp moves like an inchworm. When still it resembles a brunch of coral or twig.
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Many animals, whether living in
the Chesapcakc Bay, a stream or
pond, in thc woods or thicket, or in
a garden or lawn, have evolved be-
haviors, shapes and col orations to
avoid being seen by other species of
animals. For prey species, avoiding
detection means a better chance of
not being eaten. For predators, it
means a better chance of catching a
meal.. For many, it means both.

One common strategy is
camouflage. Often, a few stripes or
spots to break up the animal's out-
line is all that's needed for it to
blend with its surroundings. Most
species of fish have some form of
camouflagc � the most basic being a
dark colored back, to blend in with
the bottom and avoid being seen
from above, and a light colored
belly, to blend ln with the sky and
avoid being sccri from below. Some
species, like the flounders, change
their coloration to match their sur-'
roundings. The white-tailed deer
fawn is camouflaged with light
spots, resembling the dappled light
that reaches the forest floor.

Another form of caniouflagc is to
be shaped like some part of the sur-
rounding habitat. An insect called
the walking stick is sha;ped  and
colored! like a small twig, and is dif-
ficult to detect in the shrubs and
trees where it lives. Within the Bay,
there arc some o thor spindly crea-
tures that rely on their shag for
camouflage. Skeleton shrimp and
sea spiders  rtot closely related to ter-
restrial spiders! resemble the
branched hydroids in v hich they
live, and in the eclgrass beds hide
pipefish which often align themsel-
ves with the strap-like it aves, sway-
ing with them in the currents.

Perhaps the most con>mon
strategy to avoid detection is to
remain motionless. A fawn will in-
stinctively lay curled on the ground
when danger is near, even when its
mother bounds away to safety. A
killi fish wi'll freeze when i t detects a
predator, only to scoot i nto.the
safety of vegetation or other shelter
when the prcdatpr come s within the
critical distance of a few feet. Many
snakes typically wait motionless to
ambush any prey that wanders into
striking distance.



Hide and Seek

Where

When

Resources

Extensions

I!

 

!'

Variations .
/

Lippson

1
of poison ivy, thorny plants, ticks
and chiggers.  Park personnel can
advise.!

2. Brainstorm with the class, and
list on the board, examples, of
animals that can avoid being seen
without completely hiding. For
each example, list the strategy or
strategies the animal uses and
whether the strategy helps the
animal avoid being eaten, helps it
catch food, or both. For younger stu-
dents, list strategies on board and
use pictures to illustrate them.

3. Explain the field trip plans and
the game described below.

At the Park:
1. Lead the class to the pre-

viously chosen location, and set
perimeters for the game.

2. Blindfold one student who will
be the predator.

3. The predator counts to 15 slow-
ly while the others hide. The stu-

Pi pefi I

dents hiding must be able to see the
predator at all times.

4. After counting, the predator
removes the blindfold and looks for
prey. The predator can turn around,
squat and stand on tip-toes, but can-
not walk or change location.

5. The predator spats as many
classmates as possibl within 30
seconds to onc minute, identifying
them out loud and describin'g where
they are' found. When identified,
the prey come to the predator be-
cause they have been eaten.

6. After the time is up, all the
eaten prey become p~ edators and
put on blindfolds.

7. The original predator counts
aloud to ten while all the remaining
prey come closer but still try to stay
undetectcxi.

8, All the predators remove their
blindfolds and take turns naming
the prey they can see �0 seconds to
one minute time limit!.

9. Repeat the pro< ess if several
prey are still hidden.

10. When only one or two are left
hidden, have them stand up and
identify themselves. It may be
surprising how close the prey get to
the predators.

11. Play the game again one or
two times.

12. After the gam, discuss why
some prey were able to get close to
the predators without being caught.
Some ideas that come up might in-
clude: some had clothes colored
more like the surroundings or had
patterns, such as stripes or checks;
some were able to Ix more still than
others; some were smaller in size.

Follow-up:
Each student invents an animal

that lives and hides in a particular
habitat, real or imag:nary, and
draws a picture of it in its environ-
ment, showing how it hides. Ex-
amples might be "w,allagators" with
, brick patterned backs for life on a
brick wall, or "sneaker snakes," that
disguise themselves as shoelaces.

-Caledori: old field near the front of
visitor center; in woods just off Fern
Hollow Trail 'near picnic area.
Chippokes: woods near the picnic
area and pine woods between visitor
center and swimming pool.
Leesylvania: Powell's Creek Nature
Trail.
Mason Neck: woods near picnic area
and Bay View Trail.
Seashore: woods near picnic area.
Westinoreland: woods along Big
Meadows Trail.
York River: pine thicket near start of
Mattaponi Trail; along Beaver Trail;
1st big hill on Taskinas Creek Trail.

At the Park: 45-60 minutes for game
and discussion; daylight hours.

Time of Year: 'when leaves are on the
trees is best but can be done in the
winter.

Wood, J. N. 1985. Nature Hide.and
Seek: Orans. Knopf, NY.

. 1. Take along some camouflage
material, jackets, pants or shirts. Play
a round of the game with a few stu-
dents wearing these and see if they
can get closer than anyone without
camouflage. Play another round but
this time the camouflaged prey must
keep moving slowly, even after the
predator stops counting. How do the
results change?

2. Students suggest ways other than'
the use of camouflage materials that
they might disguise themselves to
a'void detection in various surround-
ings. Allow them to altef their ap-
pearance in some way, then play
another round of the game to see if
the results change.

Younger students:
Practice the game at school before
the trip. To foster a better under-
standing of the objectives, observe
colors apd patterns against different
backgrounds and pictures of animals
camouflaged in their surroundings.
See "Resources."
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into a belt loop or button hvle. The
medals can be hung on tliis clip.

6. I'ut each leader's set of medals
into a basket or bucket along with
five clips.  There will be 16 different
medals, so each leader should have
16 batches of five medals.!

7. Divide the class in'.o groups of
five students.

8. Prepare the class fo' the trip by
telling them such thirigs >s what to
wear, and details about the bus ride,
lunch, and bathrooms.

atural environments display
endless combinations of
shapes, colors, textures, and

sounds to bc explored by thc
curious young learner. In this ac-
tivity, small groups visit different
park sites for a structured version of
"I Spy," and organize their observa-
tions into an exhibit' after the field

trip.

Grade Levels: K -2

Objectives
I

Students will investigate variations
in colors, shapes, smells and textures
of specimens in the park by:

making directed observations;
~ classifying items encountered on

the, field trip based on one variable.
Procedure

Materials .

For every 5 students:
camera and film

~ small portable tape recorder  op-'
tional!

~ 16 small plastic bags and marker
basket Q bucket

Per-student:
copies of "medals patterns cut
from heavy paper

For class:
~ about 10 yds of string  metallic elas-

tic preferred!
~ glue, tape, scissors

items for decorating meda'ls  glitter
pens, crayons, m'arkers, bits of cot-
ton, fabric, tissue, cellophane,
feathers, bits of yarn, etc.!

When
/

At the Park: Lesson takes about 1
hour.

Time of Year: Any time.
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Before the Trip:
1. Visit the park, decide which

trails to us', and identify good
places for observation stops.

2. Arrange for one adult or youth
leader to work with every group of
five on the activity. Meet with the
leaders  ideally at the park!, provide
each with a complete copy of the ac-
tivity directions, and review the ac-
tivity procedure. Discuss
equipment. A camera and a small
portable tape recorder are needed.
Only the adult leaders will be using
the cameras and tape recorders. Per-
haps the leaders will be willing to
use their personal equipment.

3. Explain to the class where they
will be going for the field trip and
that they will play a game while
walking along trails in the park.
When they find special things that
their group leaders see, smell, hear,
or touch, they will get "medals" to
wear.

4. As a several-session class
project, work from the directions
and patterns on the accompanying
I Spy sheet to prepare the medals.
Prepare one of each kind for each.
student. Divide each kind irito
batches of five, placing them in .
separate bags or clipping them
together with a label.

5. Students will be wearing lots.
of these medals during the activity
at thc park. One way to attach the
medals is to clip a big metal shower
curtain hook or a large paper clip

At the Park:
1. Assemble the students into

their groups and introduce q each to
its leader. Give the baskc ts of
medals to the leaders and help stu-
dents attach the hooks to their cloth-

ing.
2. Review the activity pish and

schedule.
3. Before leaving the a.scmbly

area, each group leader sliould try
one of the "I Spy" items. For ex-
ample: "I spy something round
under the school bus." As students
locate the item  a tire obv!ously
qualifies, but if somebody happens
to sec somethihg else that is round
and under the bus, like a bottle cap,
that would be acceptable, too!, the
leaders get the round'medals out of
their baskets and put them on the
students. The leaders then take
photographs of the round items ob-
served. After everyone is clear on
thc general procedure, thc groups
set out on the trails.

4. Allow about 40 minutes for the
trail walks and observations.
Leaders should try to hav: the
group see  smell, touch, hear! all of
the items, and if possible, get
photographs of all items cbserved
and a tape recording of all sounds
heard for the game.

5. Reassemble the grou p and ad-
mire all the medals. Discuss some
of the observations made during the
game. Supplement, if you like, by



Where

Variatiorfs

sharing some specimens which you
-have cc..llected.

6. Observe and describe the
, weather at the park. Decide w'hich
senses are necessary to tell'if it is
hot, cold, rainy, foggy, etc.

Follow-up:
1. Get the photographs developed

as quic/ly as possible.
2. Divide the class into work

groups. Give each work group a
poster which you have labeled
prominently with one of the "observ-
able characteristics" from the field
trip  shiny things, rough things, etc.!.

3. Working with one group at a
time, help them select the
photographs of their observations.
They then glue the appropriate
photographs to the, poster. After

Srriall Fry Spies

they write their names on their
medals, the medals can be attached
to the poster as well. Time permit-
ting, each group could do several
posters so that all of the
photographs and medals get clas-
sified and displayed. For the
sounds which were <observed, as-
semble any tapes made and display
photos of the sound sources.

4. Discuss the Items pictured and
speculate about the possibilities of
change. Will all of the spotted items
be spotted forever? %re the sounds
always there?

5. Plan an open house session. In-
vite the principal, other office or
building staff, the group leaders
from th" field trip, and parents. The
groups who made the posters can ex-
plain their research t:o the guests.

Caledon,' Fern Hollow Tr. malces for
an easy walk through the woods.
Chippnkes: College Run Tr. passes 

variety of sites, natural and man-
made, offering many opportunities
for sensory discoveries.
Leesylvania: Lee's Woods Tr. has
several loops, permit ting groups,to
go different ways.,
Mason ¹ck: Bay View and Wilson
Spring Trs. are suitable or groups can
make their own trails around the
visitor center or picnic area.
'Sea<shore: trails originating at and '
near visitor center permit groups to
fan out to use their senses in dif-
ferent areas of park.
Westnroreland: some easy w'alks in-.
clude Big Meadows Tr. and along sec-
tions of Turkey Neck Tr.
York River several trails provide
nice walks through a variety of
places, including Taskinas Creek Tr.
and Woodstock Pond Tr. Groups can
spread out to explore open places
near visitor center, picnic areas, and
beach.

Gifted/Advanced:
Use the same general format, but in-

' corporate measuring and comparing
sizes'and weights of observed items
or two or three criteria. Far example:
".I spy with my eye a round long
thing that is bigger than a pencil but
smaller than a trash can"  log!; and "I
spy with.my eye something that is
green, smooth, and triangular"  leaf
or blade of grass!. Pdsters created for
' follow-up should arrange
photographs in some order, i.e. smal-
lest to largest.

Second grade:
Conduct game more like a scavenger
hunt where students do all the
"spying and get medals after point-
ing thingsnut to the leader.
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I Spy Med.als

For each student, redraw these patterns onto heavy paper, making each at least twice as large as shown. Write the
key word on the back of each shape. Punch a ho! e on the top of each and tie on a 6" to 8" loop of string or yarn.

If desired, replace some of the selections with others more appropriate for the class, making sure to note any chan-
ges on the Group Leader Instructions.

Students decorate the front of each medal with magazine pictures or other materials to represent the selections.

Work on two or three medal types at a time. As they are completed, place five of each type in a small labeled bag.
/
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. Group Leader Instructions

With this lesson, students find and identify shapes, patterns, smells, textures and sounds in nature with a game of
"I Spy."

Your role is to find along the trail the characteristics listed 4 low and get students to find them. When you see one
of the visual characteristics, say:

"I spy something "  name of one of the characteristics! " "  give a hint about where it is with words
like under, over, on top of, behind�etc.!. For example, if you see a mushroom, say, "I spy something round beside the
big tree."

~ If it is a sound, say, "I hear something that sounds " sof!, high pitched, low pitched, etc.!.

If it is a smell, say, "I smell somerhing that smells "  mu. ty, pleasant, etc.!.

"  rough, smooth, fuzzy, etc.!.If it is something to be touched, say, "I feel something

You and your group will be "spying" only the 16 things listed; If the students have trouble tinding the things you
have spied, give more hints, especially those that describe where to look. If they are finding things too quickly, give
harder hints.

You will be given a basket with "medals" that the students made in school. The medals are in bags that are
labeled for each of the characteristics. Be sure to put a medal cn each student for each successful observation. Try to
make sure everybody observes all 16 things and gets a medal for each. Check the characteristics off as they are found.

O earthy or musty smell

O fuzzy

O rough

smooth

a soft sound

D high pitch

O low pitch

triangle

round

square

striped

spotted

shiny

pleasant smell
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